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SECTION ONE
ODUCT! TO VICMON

1.1 Introduction
VICMON is the nickname of the hexadecimal

machine code monitor designed to enable easy
debugging of machine code programs which

are resident in a VIC 20 computer system.

This manual does not setout to teach machine
code programming on theVIC. Before attempting

touse machine code on the VIC you should refer

to the following:

MOS 6502 Programming Manuals
VIC Programmers' Reference Guide
VIC Zero Page Memory Map.

Useful reading:

6502 Assembly Language Programming
by Leventrial,

These are available from most COMMODORE
Computer dealers.

VICMON and this manual are intended foruse

by people with some programming experience

and some knowledge of 6502 CBM machine
code programming, buta high level ofexpertise

is not required.

1.2 The VICMON Manual
This manual is divided into three parts which

are outlined below.

SECTION ONE- INTRODUCTION TO
VICMON

This section outlines VICMON in general

terms. It explains the conventions used by this

manual when describing the command formats.

How lo start VICMON is also included.

SECTION TWO - THE COMMANDSOF
VICMON

In this section, each VICMON command is

explained, its format shown and an example
given. The commandsare in alphabetical order.

SECTION THREE - USING VICMON ASA
DEBUGGING TOOL

This section uses an actual machine language
program to show how VICMON can be used to

locate faults in the program.

1.3 VICMON Functions
VICMON offers the following functions:

* Displaying chosen areas of memory.

* Changing contents of memory locations.

* Moving blocks of memory.

* Filling selected blocks of memory.
* Searching memory fora pattern.

* Examining and changing registers.

* Setting breakpoints.

* Executing programs withbreakpointcontroL

* Storing and retrieving data and programs.

* Executing programs at three different speed

options.

1.4 Starting theVICMON
System

The VICMON cartridge must always be

inserted orremoved from the VIC with the power
off. The cartridge is inserted into the expansion

port with the label on the cartridge facing up.

If a VIC 1010 Memory Expansion Board is in

use, this should also be turned off. VICMON
may be used in conjunction with VIC 1212

Programmers' Aid and/or VIC 121 1A Super

Expander cartridges. However, please note that

some operations may conflict if changing from

one cartridge to a notfier. Therefore the VICmay
have to be turned off to affectively make the

switch. VICMON may also be used with

expansion RAM in meMemory Expansion Board.

To start using VICMON type SYS24576 or

SYS6*4096, and then press the RETURN key.

The VIC screen will now display the values

currently held in the 6502's registers. An example

is shown in Figure 1 -1 . VICMON is ready to

accept your commands.
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1.5 Command Format
MostVICMON commands are a single

alphabetic character followed by the command
parameters, if required. The commands are

explained in detail in Section Two. The
parameters include the start address or start

and end addresses, op-codes, operands, hex

values, etc. The conventions and limitations for

them are defined in Section 2.2.

Command statements (except for J) are

terminated and execution of them is initiated by
pressing the RETURN key.

A summary of the commands, their formats

and where they are described is given on the

back cover of this manual.

1.6 Entering Commands
WhibtthB VIC is operating underVICMON you

ore prompted with a "". To enter a command
simply type the command letters) and the para-

meters). If more than one parameter is required,

separate them with spaces, commas, colons or

any other convenient symbol. The command
(except for J) is terminated and execution is

begun when the RETURN key is pressed.

1.7 Error Indication
Any errors you make when inputting the

command statements are indicated by a question

mark following the position of the error. You
may re-type or correct the command using the

standard VIC editing facilities. Press RETURN
to initiate the corrected command.



SECTION TWO
THE COMMANDS OF VICMON

2.1 Introduction
In Section Two, each VICMON command is

given in alphabetical order. The required format
is shown and the purpose and function of the

command ore explained. A simple example is

included which shows the command, a typical

response when it is used and an explanation of

the results of executing it,

In Section Three a more detailed example is

shown using an actual machine code program
which is then "debugged" using VICMON.

2.2 Conventions
The parameters in Ihe command formats are

represented as follows:

(addr) a two byte hex address, e.g. 0<100

(dev) a single byte hex device number, e.g.

(opcode)

(operand)

(value

(data)

(re*)

{offset]

a valid 6502 assembly mnemonic,

e.g. LDA
a valid operand far the preceding

instruction, e.g. #$01

a single byte hex value, e.g. FF

a string of literal data enclosed in

quotes or hex values. Successive items

are separaled with commas.

a two byte hex address, e.g. 2000

a two byle hex offset value, e.g. 3000.

2.3 The Commands
2.3.1 A— ASSEMBLE
Formal : A (addr) (opcode) (operand!

Purpose : To assemblecode starting froma
specified address.

The command allows you to input assembly
code line by line and have it stored as machine
code. When the command is entered, the

appropriate code is written in memory
beginning at the specified address. The address

of the next ovailable memory location beyond
that required by the specified op code and
operand is then prompted awaiting input of

additional code.

To terminate the A command, simply press

RETURN when (he new address is prompted.

If you input an illegal op code or operand,
VICMON will ploce a question mork after the

illegal quantity and will return you to the monitor
with a prompt {•) on a new line. H you fail to

specifyeither the op codeor operand, VICMON
will ignore the line and return you to the monitor

with a prompt (-) on a new line.

NOTE: Ail operands must be given as hex
numbers preceded by a doltar sign, i.e. typed as
$nn.

EXAMPLE : To enter the following machine
code:

LDA # SI9
JSR S FFD2
RTS

beginning at address SI 000.

COMMAND: A 1000 LDA #$19 (RETURN)

DISPLAY :.A 1000 LDA #$19
.A 1002.

TYPE ; JSR $FFD2 (RETURN)

DISPLAY : _A 1000 LDA #$19
,A 1002 JSR $FFD2
A1005

TYPE : RTS (RETURN)

DISPLAY : .A1000 LDA #$19
A)002JSR$FFD2
A) 005 RTS
A10O6

RESULT : The machine code equivalent of

the specified assembly languoge

code is stored in memory from
location 1000 to 1005 inclusive.

2,3.2 B- BREAKPOINT
Format ; B (addr)

or: B(oddrj,n
where n is a four digitHEX
number indicating bow many
times that address will be
encountered before the break

occurs.

Purpose : To set a breakpoint so that o
program does not execute fully

but instead stops at the specified

location.

A breakpoint allows you to run your program

up toa specified address. If you usedG (see

Section 2.3.6) to initiate the run, the contents of



Ihe registers ore displayed automatically,

allowing you to determine if they areas expected,

The Q mode ofexecution (see Section 2.3.13)

will also stop at the breakpoint but the registers

willnolbedisplayed. You will be switched tothe

W mode. (See Section 2.3,1 8.) To display the

registers, press the STOP key and ihen use the R
command. (See Section 2.3.14.)

Note thai the run terminates before the

instruction in the specified address is executed.

You musl be careful not to set a breakpoint

between an op code and its operand or in the

midst ofdata. Doing so will cause the break-

point to be ianored and Ihe resulting run to be
unpredictable.

It is ppssible to execute an address a specified

number of times and break on the subsequent

pass. This is done by specifying the number of
ileralions (the n in Ihe format statement above)

.

If no number is given after the address, the

program will break when that address is

encountered the first time.

Type in the breakpoint command and press

ihe RETURN key. Now run Ihe program using

theG orQ command. The program will run up
to ihe breakpoint and stop (unless the program
has logical Taults which prevent its reaching the

specified address).

You can only set one breakpoint before you

begin running your program. When a break-

point is reached you may then set a new break-

point if you wish. You can resume the program
execution aflera breakpoint using any of Ihe run

commands (G,Q, W, J), i.e. you are not restricted

to using Ihe same method ofrunning throughout.

Ifa breakpoint is never reached, execution can

be stopped by pressing the STOP key and then

Ihe RESTORE key. This will return vou to BASIC.

You shou Id re-enterVICMON ona set an earlier

breakpoint lo isolole your problem. (See Seclion

Three.)

EXAMPLE

COMMAND:
COMMANDr
RESULT

EXAMPLE :

COMMAND;
COMMAND:

Assume lhat you have a program
in memory from location 1000 to

location 1 200. To stop the

program execution before 1050:

B 1050 (RETURN)

Q 1000 (RETURN)

The program will slowiy execute,

stopping before line 1050 is

executed. You will be left in the

WALK mode.

To set a breakpoint so that the

program will stop the third time

location 1 100 is reached:

B 1100, 0003 (RETURN)

G 1050 (RETURN)

RESULT : The program will run, slopping

before location 1 1 00 is executed

Ihe third time. The contents of the

registers at lhat poi nt will be

disployed in the format shown in

Figure 2-1.

Figure 2- 1 Register Display

2.3.3 D— DISASSEMBLE
Format ;Djaddr)

or;D(addr) f (addr)

Purpose : To disassemble code from a
specified point or between a
range of points.

NOTE: Forward or backward scrolling with the

cursor movement keys will continue to

disassemble code.

The D command enables you lo convert the

code that is stored In the computer's memory
back into assembly language notation. Youmay
specify a beginning address in which case lhat

line of code will be disassembled and displayed

in assembly language on Ihe screen. The VIC
will remain in ihe disassemble mode and you

may use the cursor to disassemble additional

lines of code, i.e. the cursor-down key will

disassemble Ihe line(s) following the specified

line and the cursor-up key will disassemble

preceding lines. Note, however, lhat the dis-

assembly will not begin until the cursor reaches

Ihe bottom {orlop) of the screen ond the scrol I ing

begins.

WARNING: Working backwards with ihe cursor

keymay not giveoperfectly accurate fra/is/afiort

or me code.

Alternatively, you may specify a range of

addresses to be disassembled. The lines specified

will be displayed on the screen. If you specify o
range of addresses that is too long to be
displayed on the screen al one lime, ihe screen

will scroll . The STOP key will term irate ihe

scrolling and you will remain in the disassemble



mode. You may disassemble subsequent lines

with the cursor-down key.

While you areinthe disassemble mode, aline

of code on the screen can be modified bysimply

correcting or retyping the line ond pressing

RETURN. The A command is aulomaticaliy

activated. When you have made the change,

you remain in the A mode with the cursor

positioned after the address on the line

following the corrected line. To terminate the

assemble mode, clear the screen and press

RETURN.

EXAMPLE : To disassemble the lines of code
inpul in the example of the

assemble command and ihen to

change ihe address in the second

linetoFFDG:

COMMAND: D 1000, 1005 (RETURN)

DISPLAY : .1000LDA#$19
/I002JSR$FFD2
.1005 RTS

ACTION

TYPE

DISPLAY

RESULT

; Move the cursor so that it is

positioned overthe 2 in ihe FFD2.

: (RETURN)

: J000LDA#$19
XI002JSR$FFD0
.Al 005 RTS

; The cade from location 1000 to

location 1005 is disassembled,

The change is made and then

stored with the RETURN key. You

are left in the assemble mode.

use the E command with the zero page address,

i.e. E0000.

EXAMPLE : To set virtual zero page beginning

at location $1000:

COMMAND; E 1000 (RETURN)

RESULT : The locations $1000 to $10FF will

be set aside asa virtual zero page.

2.3.5 F— FILLMemory
Format ; F {addr), (addr), (value)

Purpose : To fill memory between rwospeci-

fied addresses with a given value.

The F command enables you to put o known
value into a specified block of memory. This is

useful for initializing data struclure's or for

blanking oul the contents of any RAM area.

Simply specify the range of ihe block ofmemory
ana the pattern you wish to write in that black.

Naturallyyou should not specify addresses from

$0000 to S01 FF (pages zero and one). Similarly,

if you are using a virtua I zero page (see the E

command, Section 2.3.4) you should avoid that

area as well,

EXAMPLE ; Towrite $EA (a no-op instruction)

from location $1 000 to $2000
inclusive:

COMMAND: F 1 000,2000,EA (RETURN)

RESULT : The no-op instruction (SEA) is

written in all the addresses from

$1000toS2000.

2,3.4 E— ENABLE Virtual Zero Page

Format ;E{addr)

Purpose ; To set asidea virtual zero page
so that VICMON does not

interfere with your variables.

VICMON uses location $00 to $71 of zero

page. The Kernel uses the rest of the zero page

and some of the $200-$800 pages. Since your

program may assign variables which will be

stored on the zero page, running the program
may interfere with some of the information

already stored there. To prevent ihis, Ihe E

command enables you to set aside a virtual zero

page of 256 bytes at another location. When o
virtual page has been set and your program is

run, VICMON automatically swaps the zero

page contents with the virtual zero page
contents, thus protecting the VICMON and

Kernal information.When program execution is

terminated, they are swapped again.

To disable the virtual zero page when you

have your program running correctly, simply

2,3,6 G—GO
Format : G

or; G (addr)

Purpose : To execute a program beginning

at the location currently in the

program counter or beginning

from a specified address,

The G command maybe used alone or stated

with an address.WhenG isused alone, the VIC

will execute the program in memory beginning

with the location currently in the program

counter. (To display the contentsofthe program

counter, use the R command as described in

Section 2.3. 1 4.) When an address is given with

theG command, execution will begin at the

location specified.

TheGcommand restores the registers lo their

last known stoles and if a virtual zero page is

active (see the E command), exchanges

VICMON's zero page with the virtual zero

page. Execution of your program will continue

until a preset breakpoint, if any (see the B
_

command) or until the end of the program is



readied, unless the program has logical flaws.

If the execution is terminated by a breakpoint,

the contents of the registers at that point will be
displayed. If the program is terminated by RTS,
when that command is reached you will be
returned to BASIC If the lastcommand is BRKr

when it is reached you will be returned to

VICMON, Ifno terminator is attainable due to a
flaw in the program, you will have to use the
STOP and RESTORE keys to terminate the

execution. You will then be in BASIC and must
re-enterVICMON.
NOTE; If your program has changed the screen
and/or letter colours you may be unable to see
the READYor the register display.

For other means of executing programs, see
the J,W and Q commands. Sections 2.3.9, 1

8

and 13 respectively.

NOTE: Frequent breakpoints can prevent the

program becoming "runaway".

EXAMPLE ; Assume that you have a program
in memory and wish to begin
executing it from location $2000;

COMMAND; G 2000 (RETURN)

.

RESULT : The registers will be restored. The
PCwiirbeset!oS2000. If avirtual

zero page has been established,

it will be swapped with the

VICMON zero page. The
program will begin executing at

$2000.

2.3.7 H— HUNT
Format ; H {addr(, (oddrj, {data)

Purpose ; To search through a specific

black of memory and locate all

occurences of particular data or

character strings,

The H command easily locates any specified

character pattern that is in the computer's
memory and displays it on the screen. You may
use this command to locate data, which is speci-

fied in hex, or to find text strings up to 88
characters long (one line), which are specified

literally and preceded bya single quote mark.
AJI locations within the specified range which
contain the requested characters will be found.

If ihere are more occurrences lhan will fit on the

screen, the screen will scroll. The STOP key will

terminate both the scrolling and Ihe HUNT and
return you toVICMON. The control key will slow
down the rale ofthe scroll.When all occurences
within the range have been located, you will be
returned to VICMON.
EXAMPLE ; Assume that the data string

$A92F3C is stored in memory

somewhere between location

$C000 and location $ C0FF. To
locate the string:

COMMAND: H Cfl00,C0FF,A9,2F,3C

(RETURN)

RESULT : Memory is searched between
$C000 and $C0FF and the

location where SA92F3C is

stored is displayed.
0,

EXAMPLE : Assume that the word
COMMODORE is stored in

memory in three locations

between $2000 ond $3000:

COMMAND; H 2000,3000,'COMMODORE
(RETURN)

DISPLAY : See Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Example ofCharacterString Display.

2,3.8 I -INTERPRET
Format ; I faddr), (addr)

or: I (addr)

Purpose : To locate and display printable

text characters within a specific

block of memory.

Thelcommand will display in reverse video
any of Ihe 96 printable CBM ASCII code
equivalents occuring within the specified block
of memory. All other characters in the block will

be indicated by o dot
(.J.

If the specified block
more than fills the screen, the screen will scroll.

The STOP key will terminate the scrolling and
the conlrol key will slow down the rale of
scrolling. When the specified INTERPRET is

terminated, you will remain in the I mode.
Pressing the cursor-down key will display any
CBM ASCII characters on the next line os the

screen scrolls.

EXAMPLE : Assume that the hex codes for C,

carriage return, line feed, CB,
carriage return, linefeed, and
CBM, carriage return, line feed



Jffwy 1-

are stored beginning at location

$1000:

COMMAND: I 1000 (RETURN)

DISPLAY : See Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3 Display Printable Characters

2.3.9 J— JUMP to subroutine.

Formal

Purpose

:J

: To execute a subroutine ca 1 1 and
return without single-stepping

whilst running a program under

theW commond.

TheWcommand runs your program one line

at a time, i.e. after executinga line, it waits foran

input from you before proceeding. Whilsl in this

mode, you may wish to execute a sub-routine all

at once, for example, when you have already

checked it by single stepping. You may wish to

move through the sub-routine quickly on
subsequent calls. The J command enables you
to do this. Simply press the J key when the line

containing Ihe subroutine call is displayed. Il is

not necessary to press the RETURN key. Note
that theJ will not appear on the screen.

When the J command is used, the correct return

address is pushed on the stack and the subroutine

is executed. When the final RT5 instruction is

encountered, the program counter wil I be set to

Ihe return address which was pushed on to the

stock. You will again be in the WALK mode.

EXAMPLE : Assume that you are in the WALK
mode and the following code is

on Ihe screen:

147FLDA#$00
1481JSRSA2C7

COMMAND: J

RESULT : $1 484 is pushed on the stack. The
subroutine beginning at $A2C7 is

executed. When the RTS is

reached, the stack is popped lo

the PC. You are returned toW
mode.

2.3.10 L— LOAD
Format : L "FILENAME", (devj

Purpose : To load a program file into

memory from a specified device.

The L command enables you to read a load

f i le ora program file that is stored on cassette or

on diskette and write it into the VIC's RAM. For

disk files, the address of thefirst location in RAM
into which the load file will be road must be the

first two bytes of the file. Tape files hove the start

address as part of the initio! header block.

NOTE: Only program Files that have been
created using the S commando/VtCMON fsee

Section 2.3. 16) or SAVE in VtC BASICmay be
loaded with this option,

TTie command consists of L, Ihe name of the

file and the number of the device to read from.

The file name must be enclosed in quotation

marks and may be any legal VIC file name, The
device number of the cassette unit is 01 . The
device number of ihe disk unit is 0B.

When the L command is used, the specified

file on the device will be read into memory until

an EOF is encountered. If the EOF is not

encountered, the LOAD will not terminate and
vau will have to press the STOP and RESTORE
(ceys to stop it.

If the device or file is not present you will get

an error message and be returned to BASIC.

EXAMPLE : Assume that you have a disk

program file named TEST that is

258 bytes long, Ihe first two bytes

of which are 00CA. To read this

file into memory:

COMMAND: L "TEST", 08 (RETURN)

RESULT : The program named TEST which
is on the diskette in the disk unit is

loaded into memory from CA00
to CBO0 inclusively.

2.3.1! M—MEMORY
Format : M (addr), (oddr)

or: M faddr)

Purpose : To display the hex code lhat is

stored in a given block of

memory.

TheM command will display the contents of

memory from the beginning address in the

command up toand including the contents ofthe

ending address. The display will have the

address and five hex bytes on a line. If only one

address is given in the command, five bytes will

be displayed beginning with the contents of the

specified address.

Additional groups of five bytes may be
displayed by causing the screen to scroll, i.e.



using the cursor control keys. Note (hat if you
specify a second address which is smaller than

the first yau will wrap around from tfie end of

memory to the beginning.

The contents of memory may be changed by

lyping over the displayed values and then

pressing me RETURN key. If there is a bad RAM
location or if you attempt to modify ROM, a ?

will bedisplayed at the location ofthe impassible

change.

EXAMPLE ; To display five bytes of memory
beginning al location $)000 arid

to change the 00 to FF:

M 1000 (RETURN)

.1000A000EAEAFF

Position the cursor over the first

of00. Type FF and press RETURN.

: The five bytes of the memory
beginning at location $1 000 now
readA0FFEAEAFF.

COMMAND
DISPLAY

ACTION

RESULT

8

2.3.12 N— NUMBER
Format : N (addr),(addr),(offset) r

flowlirn),(upl«m),W

where offset is a hex value indi-

cating the amount to be added lo

the existing addresses and lowtim

and uplim specify the range of

the operands to be offset and W
is an optional command indicat-

ing that the range is a word
table.

Purpose : To reassign absolute memory
addresses between specified

ranges when a program has been
relocated with the T command

.

With the Tcommand (see Section 2.3.17|,you

can relocate your program to another part of

memory. Of course, if your program contains

absolute addresses, those addresses will no
longer be valid, The N command allows you to

automatically change these values. First you
must calculate the amount you have moved the

program. Note thai if you have moved the

program toa lower memory location, you must

calculate the wrap-around value, e.g. if your

program was at $A000 and is moved to $0400,

you have moved $6400 since $A000 + $6400 »

$1 0400. The value $6400 is the offset.

With the N command you may change all

absolute addresses oronly those within a specific

ranae. The range is established by setting upper

andllower inclusive limits. You must also specify

the block of memory in which Ihe change is

required. VICMON will take each operand
within the block and odd Ihe amount of theoffsei

to it, i.e. it will overlook three bytes and odd the

offset to the next two bytes. Of course, if you

want to change a word table, this would be
disastrous, butVICMON has provided for this

with theoptiona IW at the end of the N command-
When theW is included, every word, i .e. every

two bytes, will be offset rather than os described

above,

WARNING: Do not use theN command in the

range of your data locations or you wiff destroy

fhe data's usefulness.

EXAMPLE : Assume that you have used the

TRANSFER command to relocote

your program. It was in locations

$1 000 to $2000 and now is at

$1 500 to $2500. To appropri-

ately adjust all the absolute

addresses in that ronge:

COMMAND; N 1500,2500,0500,1000,2000

(RETURN!

RESULT : Within the code in locations

$1500 to $2500, all absolute

addresses that fall between

$1000 to $2000 are increased by
$500.

2.3.13 Q— QUICK TRACE
Format : Q

or; Q {addr)

Purpose : To run a program at a slow pace
beginning atthe specified address

ond checking fora breakpoint or

your use of the STOP and X keys

after each instruction is executed.

TheQ commandjike theG command (see

Section 2.3.6), may be used alone or stated with

an address. When it is used alone, VICMON will

execute the program in memory beginning with

the location currently in the program counter,

(To display the contents of the program counter,

use the R command as described in Section

2.3.1 4.) When an address is given with iho Q,
execution will begin at the location specified.

The Q command functions much as ihoG
command with one major exception. Whilst G
turns program control completely over to the

CPU,Q executes one instruction at a time,

checking after each step to see if a breakpoint is

set or if you have asked for execution to

terminate. This breakpoint check allows you 1o

set breakpoints in ROM as well as in RAM,
When Iho breakpoint is reached, execution will

stop and you will be in the WALK mode, (See

Section 2.3.1 8.) To display the registers at this

point, press STOP, R and RETURN.
The user interrupt can be generated from iho

keyboard at any point. Simply press the STOP
key and then the X key. Execution will be

. j_ _
i
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terminated and the contents of the registers at

that point will be displayed.

EXAMPLE : To execute a program in QUICK
TRACE mode beginning at

$1000;

COMMAND: Q 1 000 (RETURN)

RESULT ; The PC is set to 1 000. The

registers are initialised- If a

virtual zero page {see the fc com-

mand, Section 23.4) has been

established, it is swapped with

the zero page. Program execution

is begun at line 1000.

2.3.14 R— REGISTERS

Format : R

Purpose : To display the contents ot the

registers.

The R command enables you to view the

current status of (he following regislcrs in the

VIC 20's 6502:

program counter PC
status register SR
accumulator AC
index register X XR
index register Y YR

slock pointer SP

This con be useful when you are debugging a

program because the R enables you to see if the

registers contain the values you expected. You

may also change the values in Ihe registers whilst

in Ihe R mode by simply typing over a newvalue

and pressing RETURN. The register display is

automatically generated when VICMON is

started up, when a preset breakpoint (see

Section 2.3.2) is reached in the G mode (see

Section 2.3.6), and when a Q run (see Section

2.3.1 3) is terminated by the STOP and X key

combinalion.

EXAMPLE : To display the contents af ihe

registers:

COMMAND: R (RETURN)

RESULT : Figure 2-4r for example.

Figure 2-4 An example of Register Displays

2.3.15 RB— REMOVE BREAKPOINT
Format : RB

Purpose - To remove a breakpoint.

Breakpoints are set by the B command (see

Section 2.3.2) and con be removed by the RB

command. Simply specify RB and the break-

point which was set will be removed. If no

breakpoints existwhen on RB is executed,

VICMON will interpret the command as if it

were on Rand display ihe registers.

EXAMPLE : Assumethalabroakpointwossel

at location $1 050, To remove thai

breakpoint:

COMMAND: RB 1050 (RETURN)

RESULT : A breakpoint no longer exisis af

location $1050.

2.3.16 S-SAVE
Format : S "filename",(dev),(addr),{addr)

Purpose : Towrite the contents of a specified

RAM area to a particular device.

The S command enables you 10 save a

program on diskette or cassette so that it can be

used at a later time. The command consists of

the name of the file, ihe number of the device to

bewritten to and the sta rt and end address of rhe

RAM block. The Pile name must be enclosed in

quotation marks and must obey the syntax rules

for VIC files, i.e. it must begin with an

alphabetical character and be no more lhan 16

characters long. The device number of the

cassette unit is 01 and of the disk unit, 08. The

final address must be one larger ihon the

location of the last byte you wish to write.

WARNING: If ihe final address is not one larger

ihan the location of the lastbyie you wish to

save, me hsi byte will be fast

If the specified device is not present you will

get an error message and be relumed to BASIC.

NOTE: VICMON witt not save memory above

J 7FFF, i.e. the start address mosf.be $0000 or

greater but noi longerman %7FFF and the end

address must be greater than $0000 but no

larger than SS000. tfyoo aliemptio savememory

outside this range, only the fife header will be

saved, i.e. no data or program will be written.

EXAMPLE : Assume that yoo have a program

in memory from location SI 000 to

$1 0FF. To write that program lo

the diskette in the disk drive,

naming that program TEST 1

:

COMMAND; S'TESTr,08,1000,n00
(RETURN)

RESULT : A file named TEST 1 will be

written on the diskette It will



conta in the code thai was inRAM
location $1 000 to $10FF inclusive.

2.3.17 T—TRANSFER
Formal : T (addr),(addr),(addr)

Purpose : Totransferthecontents of a block

of memory from one area ofRAM
to another.

TheTcommand enables you to relocate your

program or data to another port of the memory.
This can be useful if you wish to expand a
program or to use part of o program elsewhere
without retyping. Thecommand consists of three

addresses. The first two indicate the block of

memory to be duplicated. The third address

indicates the starting address for the copy.

If a program is transferred and the program
contains absolute oddresses or word tables,

these specifications in me new location will not

be accurate. The N command (see Section

2.3.1 1 ) allows you to offset these values by the

appropriate amount so that the relocated

program will run property.

EXAMPLE : Assume mat you have a block of

data in memory from location

$3000 to $3500. To move that

data to a new location beginning

at$4000:

COMMAND: T 3000,3500,4000 (RETURN)

RESULT ; The data is now in the block

$3000 to $3500 and in the block

$4000 to $4500.

2.3.1 S W—WALK
Format : W

or: W (addr)

Purpose ; To execute a program one
instruction at a time.

TheW command executes the line ofcode
indicated by the address in the program
counter, ifW is used alone. Alternatively you

may specify the address of the instruction to be
executed.

When using W, the first instruction is executed

and the second instruction will appear on the

screen. VICMON will wait for you to press the

space bar before it will execute the second line.

When the space bar is pressed, the line will be
executed and the next line displayed. In thisway
you can WALK, i.e. single-step through the

program. To return to VICMON from W, press

the STOP key.

You may use the R command (see Section

2.3.1 4) to display the contents of the registers at

any point. Press STOP, then the R key and then

10 RETURN to accomplish this.

*.

Each subroutine must be single-stepped as

well, unless you use the J command to treat the

entire sub-routine as one step (see Section 2.3.9).

EXAMPLE : To single step through a program
beginning at location $1000:

COMMAND: W 1 000 (RETURN)

RESULT ; The instruction stored at address

$1000 is executed and the next

instruction is displayed.

ACTION : Press the SPACE BAR.

RESULT ; The second instruction is executed

and the third instruction is

disployed.

2.3J9 X- EXIT to BASIC
Format : X

Purpose : To terminate VICMON control

and return to BASIC.

Use of the X command returns you to BASIC.

Your program will remain in memory but any
breakpoint or virtual zero page assignments

will no* be preserved.

EXAMPLE

COMMAND
RESULT

To exitVICMON:

X (RETURN)

You will be returned to BASIC and
prompted with READY.

'%.

\



SECTION THREE
USING VICMON AS A
DEBUGGING TOOL

1.1 Introduction
The following is an example which shows

some of the editing and fault tracing facilities of

VICMON. It uses a 6502 assembly language

program and VICMON to show how an error is

located in the program and fixed. More details

on the individual commands used here are

given in Section Two.
If you wish to try the example, follow the

inslrucHons beginning in Section 3.3. If not, it is

suggested that you at least read through the

example.

3.2 The Example Program
The program used in this section writes a

screen ful I of each of the printable characters in

turn. Two screen positions are left blank to

prevent the screen from scrolling, A flowchart of

the program is shown in Figure 3-1.

The program uses the ROM routine $FFD2 to

print a character. First, the screen is cleared by
the following commands:

LDA #$93
JSR SFFD2

Then a loop fills all but the last two character

positions on the screen with spaces. There are

506 character localions possible on the screen,

so 504 have to be filled. This is equivalents two

lots of 252 (SFQ.
Once this has been done, an indirect pointer

to the screen is set up in zero page, using the

contents of $0288 to point to the sta rt of the

screen. Two is added to Ihis to reference the end
of screen for testing. Using a loop, the screen

(all positions filled with spaces) ore filled with

the first character (value 0} then the second and
so on until all 256 characters have been in each
position on the screen where there had been a

space.

It is necessary to print to the screen to ensure

that characters appearwhen they are stored

directly to the screen area (STA ($01),Y). If is

possible to store values in the colour RAM area

of memory instead but this requires the use ofan
additional indirect pointer.

The page number of the screen is stored in

\_
STAftT )

ClhASt

SCREEN

S&TCXHJNIU?
TO ZERO

MtlNTA
5P*C>

ADtiQNf
TOCOUNTH

MOVfZERO
TO CHAR

SET POINTER
TOSC.RECN

STORECH^
iTONTERl

INCREMENT
POINTER

Figure 3-1 Flowchart of Example Program 11



location $0288 which means the screen starts at

$($0288)00. This method is required because if

you use expansion memory, the location of the

screen RAM altera.

12

3.3 The Procedure
3.3.1 INPUTTINGTHE PROGRAM

These are the steps to input the program
described above and to locate a fau It in it. Insert

the VICMON cartridge into the VIC or VIC
expansion board, Switch on the computer (and

the expansion board if you are using one). Then

type SYS (6*4096} to startVICMON . Next using

the A command (see Section 2.3.1 ) type in the

following code;

1 000 LDA# $93
1 002 JSR $FFD2
1005LDY#$00
1007LDX#$00
1009LDA#$20
1 00B JSR SFFD2
100EINX
1 00F CPX #$FC
1011 BNE $1009
1013INY
1014CPY#$02
1016 BMI $1009
1018LDX#$00
101ASTXS01
101CLDA$0288
101FSTA$02
1021 CLC
1022 ADC #S02
1024STA$00
1026LDY#$00
1028TXA
1029STA(S01),Y
102BINY
102C BNE $1029
102EINC$02
1030LDAS02
1032 CMP $00
1034 BNE $1029
1036INX
1937 BNE $101

C

1039 BRK
103ABRK

Once you have entered the program save it

on the cassette unit (see Section 2.3.1 6) with the

following command:

S "PROGRAMJ '

t
01 (1000,103A (RETURN)

(To save to diskette, substitute 08 for 01 in the

above command.)

This is o safeguard so that you do not have to

type the program in again, if for example,

power to the computer is lost.

Assum ing that the program wi 1 1 work f i rst time
(a rare occurrence with machine code programs),

use theGO command (see Section 2.3.6) and
type:

G1000(RETURN|

If you have typed in the program exactly as

listedabove, the top halfofthe screen wil I display

o seriesof characters very rapidly. The bottom3
lines of the screen will be blank. After a very

short time the program will finish and the screen

will appear as shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2 Result of first attempt to run example

program

3.3.2 LOCATING THE FAULT

Obviously something has gone wrong and

you must locate the problem. Here is a typical

technique. First, split the program up into two

sections, the first ofwhich will clear the screen

and fill it with spaces. This section ends at $1 01

8

r

so set a breakpoint (see Section 2.32) al $101

8

by typing:

B 101 8 (RETURN)
So that you can seewhat ishappening, change

the character printed from a spoce ($20) toanA
($41). Do this with:

A 1009 LDA#$41 (RETURN) (RETURN}

To slow the operation down, use the quick

trace option (see Section 2.3.13):

Q 1 000 (RETURN)

This executes the program at a pace much

slower than normal.

If you are using zero page locations for your

program, il is advisable (and usually necessary)

to make use of the virtual zero page option (see

Section 2.3.4) because VICMON uses the zero

page and your program and VICMON may
overwrite eoch other. This option is not required
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in this first section, but will be required in the

second.

Since enabling the virtual zero page before

the quick (race is executed will result in taking

approximately 2 minutes to clear rhe screen and
at least twice that time to fill it with characters

afterwards, do not enable it now.

As the section of code ($1 000-S101 8) executes,

you will notice thai rather than stopping 3 lines

short of the end of the screen, the characters

overflow the end of the screen. Tne screen scrolls

up (4 lines} and then an extra 2 characters ore
printed. This moans thai 4 unwanted characters

are being printed, The most likely couse of this is

that the test for the number of characters printed

is being performed incorrectly. The value in the

X register should run between $00 and $FC
while Y is and Y is 1 . If you look carefully you
will notice that once the value of $FC is reached
in X, the value ofY is increased. If it is less than 2,

a space {"A" is loaded into the accumulator

and is printed. This means that X goes $00-$FF,

$00-$FC giving the four extra characters. To fix

this, the branch at $10l6must be altered to point

to SI 007 instead of $1009. Since quick trace

leaves you in walk modc
r
you must press STOP

to return to VICMON. Next, type;

A 1016 BMI $1007 {RETURN) (RETURN)

If you now type:

Q 1000 (RETURN)

the routine will stop at the correct point on the

screen and appear os in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3 Screen fitted with A's

At this point you can see that the first part of

the routine worked fine.Now you should enable
the virtual zero page. Press STOP, then type:

E 1800 (RETURN)

This will assign the virtual zero page too

block of memory storting ot location $1 800.

Now execute the code at a slow rate starting

where it finished before, i.e. $101 8 as indicated

by the PC. The QUICK TRACE mode will allow

you to go slowly, stopping execution if you need
to, so type:

Q (RETURN)

The A's on the screen wil I start turning into @ 's

until about half waydown the screen (257th

character). The remaining A's will be replaced

by left arrow symbols. Then the @ 's will start

turning bock to A's. However, when the last®
changes, nothing will happen to the screen fora

short time and then the A's will begin turning into

B's. The left arrow symbols will remain. Note
thatthe screen character for is® ,1 isA,2isB,

etc.

Press STOP and X together to interrupt the

program, because, as you can see,there is still a
problem.

Use theWALK command (sec Section 2.3.18)

to single step through the program to see if you
can spot where the wrong character is coming
from. Type:

W 1018 (RETURN)

After a period of time (the interval depends
upon whether you press the SPACE BAR or hold

itdown) the following will appear on the screen:

10102EINC02
1030LDA02
1032 CMP 00
1034 BNE 1029

1029STA(01),Y

At this point the accumulator contains the high

byte of the screen pointer (for the second half of

the screen), This shows upas a left arrow on the

screen. If you terminate the WALK mode (press

the STOP key) and display the registers by
typing R {RETURN) (see Section 2.3.13), you will

see:

,R

PC SR ACXR YR SP
102BA0 IF 00 00 F2

Tfie values of PC, SR, YR may vary depending
on when you pressed the STOP key, i.e. which

instruction is to be performed next.

At this stage of the program, the accumulator

should conta in the same value as the X register.

As the high byte of the screen pointer is loaded

into the accumulator, it is necessary to transfer

the value from the X register into the accumulator.

The instruction for that is TXA which is at $1028,

so the branch to $1029 must be changed. Type;

A 1034 BNE $1028 (RETURN) (RETURN)

Note thai the branch at $1 02C does not need
to be altered because the value of the

accumulator is not altered within this inner loop, 13



Remove the breakpoint, restore the spaces in

the initial step, and save the program again, by
typing;

RB (RETURN)

A 1009 LDA#$20 (RETURN) (RETURN)

S "PROGRAM",01 ,1000,1 03A (RETURN)

G 1000 (RETURN)

It should now work. If it does nol, compare it

with the following program, by using the D
command to display the stored code. Spot the

difference, and make ony necessary alterations

by using the A command. Remember, when
writing your own programs or routines you
woulcTnot bavea correct copy of the program to

compare with. However, (he same principles of

setting breakpoints, executing slowly and
checking registers applies for ony program.

.,1000LDA#$93

.,1002JSR$FFD2

.,1005LDY#$00

.,1007LDX#$00

.,1009LDA#$20

.,100BJSR$FFD2
,,100EINX
,100FCPX#SFC
.,1011 BNE $1009
.J013INY
.,10HCPY#$02
.,1016BMI$1007
.,1018LDX#$00
.,101ASTX$01
.,101CLDA$0288
.,101FSTA$02
.,1021 ac
.,1022ADC #$02
.J024STAS00
.,1026LDY#$00
.J028TXA
.,1029STA($01j,Y
.,102BINY
,102CBNE$1029

- r 102EINCS02
.,1030LDA$02
.,1032 CMP $00
.J034BNES1028
.J036INX
., 1037 BNE $101

C

.J039BRK

.,103A???

3.4 Summary
Here is a summary of the steps to follow to use

VICMON to debug your own programs:

1. Initialize VICMON.
2. Load your program with L

or type it in and SAVE it.

3. Attempt lo run the program from the start

address using G.
4. Set breakpoints to determine area of fault.

5. Disassemble faulty section (or all of

program, if it is short) using 0. ft is

preferable to list the disassembled code on
your printer.

6. Quick trace through Ihe faulty section,

especially if it involves screen displays.

7. Walk through the faulty section.

8. Display registers at various points to check
values, if necessary. UseM and Ito display

areas of data or working variables.

9a. Use A to correct faulty code.

b. UseM to correct faulty data.

10. Keep o note of changes made. Save Ihe

program frequently. .

11. Remember that you may need to use virtual

zero page (E) while you ore using the quick
trace and walk options.

1 2. If you cannot find the problem, go back to

your ilowchart(s) and re-think your logic,

i
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Absolute addresses 3

Addr 3

Address convention 3

ASCII, CBM 6
ASSEMBLE 3
Assembly Language 1.3All
Backward scrolling 4

BASIC, return to 4,6,WO
, BREAKPpINT 3,5,6,8

Breakpoint, remove 9

BRK 6

CBM ASCII 6
t Change absolute addresses 8

Change memory 8
Change register values 9

Commands, entering 2
Commands format 2

Command terminator 2

Control, key 6
Conventions, format 3
Correcting errors 2
Data 3,5,6,8

Debug 1,3,9,11,14

Device Number 3,7,9

DISASSEMBLE
* *

4

Display initial 1

Display, memory 7
Display registers 1,4,5,9,10

Dollar sign 3
ENABLE Virtual Zero Page t>

EOF 7

Error indicator 2
Example program 11

Execute a program 3.5
Exit to BASIC-X 10

Expansion Board with VICMON 1

Expansion RAM with VICMON 1,12

Faults in program 4,6,11,12
FILL memory 5

GO 3,5,8

Hex code, display 7
Highlim 8
HUNT 6

Initial display 1

INTERPRET 6

Iterations, number of 4
JUMP /

Kernal 5
LOAD 7
Load file 7
Logical faults 4,6

Lowlim 8
Machine code 1,3

MEMORY 7
Memory change 8

Memory Exponsion Board,
VICMON with 1

Memory, FILL 5

NUMBER 8
Number of iterations 4

Offset 3,8

Op Code 3,4

Operand 3,4,8

Pattern 5

Program Counter 5,8,9

Program Execution 3,5,10

Program file 7
Programmer's Aid, VICMON with 1

Prompt 2

Question mark 2

QUICKTRACE 2,8

Quote, single

RAM, bad location

6

8

RAM, expansion, with VICMON 1

Ref 3
Reference reading 1

REGISTERS 9
Registers, display

Relocote
1,4.5,9,10

10
REMOVE BREAKPOINT 9
RETURN as terminator 2
Return to BASIC 4,6

ROM, attempt to modify 8
RTS 6,7

Runaway 6
SAVE 7,9

Scrolling 4,6,7

Single quote 6
Single stepping 7,10
Stack 7

Starting the VICMON system 1

STOP key 4,6,7,8,10

Strings 6
Subroutine 7,10

Super Expander, VICMON wirh 1

SYS 1

Tape Files 7

TRANSFER 8,10 I

Virtual Zero Page 5,6,8,13

WALK 7,8,10

Wrap around 8
Word table 8
Xand STOP keys 8

X-EXIT TO BASIC 10

Zero Page 5,6,8,12
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SUMMARY OF COMMANDS
Command Syntax Poge

Assemble A (oddr),(opcode|,(opciond) .3
Breakpoint B (oddr) 3

Or B (oddrj.n

Disassemble D (oddr) *

or D (addr).(addr)

Enable Virtual Zero Page E (addr) 5

Fill Memory F |addr),[oddr),(value) 5

Go G 5

or G (addr)

Hunt H (oddrM.nddriJdatal 6

Interpret I (addr),|addr|
. . 6

or I (addr

|

Jump to subroutine J 7

Load L "filename'Mdev} 7

Memory M (oddr). (oddr) . , , 7

or M (addr)

Number N (oddrj^addrMoffsetl.ilowlim^luplim^W 8
Quick Trace Q , . 8

or O laddrt

Registers R 9

Remove Breakpoints RB - 9

Save S
,,
filoname".fdev|,{addr)

(
|addr| 9

Transfer T (addr),(add r),|addr) 10

Walk W 10

or W (addr)

Exit to BASIC X 10

All commands except J are terminated and execution is begun by pressing the RETURN key.

The parameters in the command formats ore represented as follows:

laddr) a two byte hex address, e.g. 0400
|dev| a single byte hex device number, e.g. 08

(opcode) a valid 6502 assembly mneumonic, e.g. LDA
(operand) a valid operond for the preceding mslruction, e.g. ^$01

(value) a single byte hex value, e.g FF

(data) a string of literal data enclosed in quotes or hex values Successive items are separated

with commas,
fref) a two byte hex address, e.g. 2000

(offset) a two byte hex affsei value, e.g. 3000

To start monitor, type SYS24576 or SYS©^4096

fz commodore
*" COMPUTER


